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Of ledenum bocum to engliscum gereorde

Bilingual communities of practice 
in Anglo-Saxon England

Olga Timofeeva 
University of Zurich

1. Introduction

In traditional accounts of the Old English language, the interface between Latin 
and English lexis is viewed as a one-way relationship – we say “Latin influence” 
and “Latin loanwords” (e.g. Kastovsky 1992: 301–317). When we explain this influ-
ence in sociolinguistic terms, we add such labels as “lingua franca”, “the language 
of military affairs and trade”, or “the language of the church and administration”. 
Further, we divide influences and loanwords into sub-periods and semantic groups 
(Serjeantson 1935). Although these descriptions may be valid in principle, they 
ignore a lot of detail, such as the counter influence of English on the local vari-
ety of Latin, for instance first-language transfer effects in phonology (Timofeeva 
2010: 30) and lexis (Timofeeva 2011) as well as the various functions of Latin and 
English during, say, divine service, school instruction, or land-ownership docu-
mentation (Schendl 2004). Moreover, such descriptions often fail to consider the 
varieties of Latin – continental versus insular, or insular British versus insular 
English – and of English – standardized West Saxon versus other dialects, or writ-
ten register of the cultural elite versus “common Old English” (cf. Durkin forthc.). 
In other words, the role of speech communities in the adoption, integration, and 
development of loanwords, and, more generally, of communication system(s) to 
which the two languages belong remains largely unexplored. What I, therefore, 
attempt in this paper, is a reconstruction of the Latin–Old English contact situa-
tion within a community of practice that uses two linguistic codes, or two written 
registers, whose lexical elements coexist and shape each other in a continuum 
of practice. This thesis will be illustrated below by a case study of Anglo-Latin 
and Old English vocabulary connected with the notions of “Latin−Latinity” and 
“Roman−Romanity”. But before I proceed to this illustration, I would like to 
explain how one of the instances of Anglo-Saxon bilingualism can be understood 
and described within the community-of-practice framework.
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Bilingualism and language contact were widespread phenomena since the 
earliest stages of Anglo-Saxon settlement in Britain. Documented both in his-
torical sources (e.g. Hall 2010) and in the linguistic record of Old English (e.g. 
Durkin forthc.), their instances can be exemplified by several pairs of contacting 
languages: Old English varieties and Celtic varieties, Old English varieties and 
British Latin varieties, Old English varieties and Scandinavian varieties, dialectal 
varieties of Old English in contact with one another, and so on. What distinguishes 
the contact between written Latin and Old English in this historical setting is 
that, unlike the various local vernaculars, Latin was a highly standardized lan-
guage (Timofeeva 2010: 1–2). With British Latin eventually becoming obsolete,1 
there were no native speakers of Latin left. By the time of the first substantial Old 
English records, Latin could only be learned at schools. Although the English did 
travel to Gaul and Italy, as did foreign scholars to England, these contacts with 
spoken Latin were never really extensive (Timofeeva 2010: 3–9), with proficiency 
in Latin being mostly limited to the clergy (Timofeeva 2010: 9–16). Thus three 
features of the Old English–Latin language contact should be emphasized: it is 
distant, written, and socially restricted (Wright 2002: 11−17).

In my 2010 article, in which I discuss the interrelation between literacy and 
Old English–Latin bilingualism, I have argued that:

The spheres of life that required literacy at various levels were the church, edu-
cation, legal transactions and, to a certain extent, the court. However, all these 
spheres were dominated by one and the same class of people, namely the clergy. 
Education was only available in monastic and cathedral schools, which generally 
presupposed that their students would become either monks or secular priests. 
Even documents with secular applications, such as law codes, charters, wills, and 
so on, were composed and certified by the clerics, whether written in Latin or 
the vernacular. Therefore, the clergy was more likely to acquire literacy than any 
other social group. With Latin grammar being the first subject in the medieval 
trivium, literacy in this context inevitably means at least basic familiarity with 
Latin.  (Timofeeva 2010: 13)

I have, thus, come to the conclusion that because literacy in both Latin and Old 
English was dominated by the clergy, we can make an equation between the num-
ber of literate clergymen and the size of the bilingual group, which I estimated to 
be between 0.25 and 0.5 per cent of the total population, a group of some 5,500 
people.2 It is then this small community, the professional, ecclesiastical minority, 
which is directly responsible for the literary production in two written languages 
of the Anglo-Saxon period – Anglo-Latin and Old English.

More recently (Timofeeva in press), I have argued that these written varieties 
can be envisaged hierarchically in relation to spoken varieties:
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  Anglo-Latin high is a formal, written register, documented about twelve to 
twenty times better than the surviving Old English (Bolton 1971: 151–152). 
It was used chiefly by the clergy, whose proficiency in Latin varied greatly 
depending on the time period, location, and, above all, social status.

  Old English low 1 → Old English high 1 is a formal, written register, well 
documented and used chiefly by the clergy (and a few educated laymen). 
Starting out as a West-Saxon courtly norm in the late ninth century (Old 
English low 1), it gradually developed towards a second written standard (Old 
English high 1), competing with and eventually replacing other existing writ-
ten norms (Mercian and Northumbrian). This standard continued to be main-
tained well into the twelfth century.

  Old English low 2 → Old English high 2 is a less formal, spoken variety of the 
above. It is undocumented and was used, again, by the Anglo-Saxon powerful 
elite.

  Old English low 3 is an informal, spoken register, undocumented, used by the 
lower classes with diverse ethnic/linguistic backgrounds: Celtic, British Latin, 
and Scandinavian (cf. Tristram’s tripartite diglossia model (2004: 103–105)).

Because both written registers correlate with the same cultural elite, and are, fur-
thermore, the only linguistic records of a historical linguistic abstraction called 
Old English, I suggest that Anglo-Latin and vernacular linguistic output could be 
considered together as two facets of a common communicative system.3

Within this system, we can discern several dozens of monastic communi-
ties, varying in size from ten to twenty members, higher ecclesiastics (bishops, 
their retinues, and cathedral clergy), and hundreds of parish priests (Timofeeva 
2010: 13–14). These groups constitute smaller (typically localized to a particu-
lar monastery, church, or cathedral) communities of practice.4 On a more gen-
eral level, however, the clergy as a whole can be seen as a larger community 
of practice, which is characterized by the three properties defined by Wenger 
(1998: 72–85; cf. a similar extension proposed for scholarly communities by 
Jucker forthc.). 

1. They are mutually engaged in religious practice by instructing each other in 
the doctrine, rituals, and daily observances, by attending masses, doing man-
ual work, and having meals together, by travelling to other dioceses, staying 
in touch through correspondence, and attending ecclesiastical synods.

2. The church is clearly their joint enterprise, whose meaning and goals – be 
they more general like the promotion of Christianity or more immediate like 
the election of archbishops, the adoption of the Roman calculation of Easter, 
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or the creation of the vernacular canon of religious prose – are shaped and 
negotiated in the process of their activities, when they write church histo-
ries, venerate local saints, or create liturgical traditions, monastic offices, and 
church hierarchies. 

3. Most importantly for our purposes, this larger ecclesiastical community uses 
a shared repertoire of practices that includes both verbal and non-verbal ele-
ments (routines, tools, artifacts). Their verbal practices include all levels of 
language as well as related strategies for, e.g., delivering a sermon, writing a 
letter to one’s bishop, or using certain pigments for illuminations and certain 
scripts for different portions of a manuscript, etc.

As I have argued above, the Anglo-Saxon ecclesiastical community has two writ-
ten codes in its repertoire. Anglo-Latin is preferred in official church documents, 
in correspondence between higher (typically better educated) ecclesiastics, in the 
liturgy, exegeses, scientific writings, and so on. In other words, it is mostly an 
intra-community code (unless indeed used outside England as a religious lingua 
franca). Old English 1 is preferred in secular legislation and historiography, in 
correspondence either addressed to or written by secular aristocracy, in sermons 
for the laity and lower (typically poorly educated) clergy, and so on. That is to say 
it is slightly less formal and more oriented towards the periphery of the commu-
nity and the secular outsiders. Although functionally different, these codes should 
share religious and other practice-related concepts along with local culture- and 
geography-specific terms to ensure mutual engagement and understanding within 
the various cultural and educational layers of the community. Clearly, this shared 
conceptual repertoire has to be reflected in some ways on the level of lexicon. To 
be able to test this hypothesis – a continuity of lexical practices between the two 
codes of the same communicative system – in the next sections, I carry out a dia-
chronic corpus study that consists of two sets of data: Anglo-Latin texts written 
between 670s and 800s and Old English texts written for the most part between 
850s and 1050s.5 The object of the analysis is Latin itself, namely vocabulary con-
nected with “Latin−Latinity” and “Roman−Romanity” in Anglo-Latin and Old 
English, which represents one of those basic conceptual domains related to the 
community’s understanding of classical education and history, including biblical 
history. Further, in contrast to previous discussions of these two concepts, this 
article is neither a qualitative analysis of select quotations6 nor an attempt at a new 
etymology of the words expressing these concepts (Wollmann 1990: 578–590), 
but a quantitative study of the two sub-corpora in their entirety aimed at a fuller 
understanding of the insular use of the terms.
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2. Dictionary evidence and previous research

I begin my analysis with a short survey of the Oxford Latin Dictionary (OLD) 
entries for lexemes associated with “Latin” and “Roman” (OLD s.vv.) which sug-
gest that in classical Latin these two groups of words can denote both linguistic 
and cultural concepts:

Latina lingua ‘the Latin language’
Latinae litterae ‘Latin language or literature’
Latine, adv. ‘in Latin’
Latini, noun pl. 1 ‘the peoples of Latium, the Latins’; 2 ‘the Romans’
Latinitas, noun 1 ‘correct Latin style or usage, Latinity; the Latin language’
Latinum, noun ‘Latin speech, Latin’
Latinus, adj. 1 ‘of or belonging to Latium, Latin’; 2 ‘of or in the Latin language, 

Latin’; 3 ‘Roman or Italian’
Latius, adj. 1 ‘of Latium, Latin’; 2 ‘Roman, Italian’

Romane, adv. ‘according to (traditional) Roman standards; in the language of 
the Romans, i.e. Latin’

Romanensis or Romaniensis, adj. ‘belonging to a locality having the epithet 
Romanus’

Romanicus, adj. ‘of the Roman type or pattern’
Romanus, adj. 1 ‘of or belonging to Rome or its people’; 2 ‘characteristic of the 

Romans, typically Roman’

We can see that the “Latin” headwords often include “Roman” definitions and vice 
versa. It therefore seems that in many contexts “Latin” and “Roman” are synony-
mous, although originally (particularly in non-linguistic contexts) “Latin” belongs 
to the region of Latium and “Roman” to the city of Rome (Kramer 1998: 59−91). 
Further, it is generally maintained that lingua latina and lingua romana were used 
interchangeably well into the Middle Ages (Muller 1923; Kramer 1998: 76, 91; 
cf. Lloyd 1991: 12). As I am going to demonstrate, these senses of “Latin” and 
“Roman” are certainly valid for Anglo-Latin; frequency patterns, however, reveal 
that their relation is far from straightforward synonymy.

The corresponding lexical domains in Old English are represented by the 
following lexemes (Bosworth and Toller 1898; Oxford English Dictionary; and 
Thesaurus of Old English s.vv.):

Læden, noun 1 ‘Latin, the Latin language’; 2 ‘any foreign language’
Læden, adj. ‘Latin’
Lædenisc, adj. ‘Latin’
Lædenware, noun pl. ‘the Latins, the Romans’
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The etymology of the form læden can be both British Latin and Celtic (Jackson 
1953: 252; Wollmann 1993: 19−20). The form latin is also attested for both noun 
and adjective (cf. OED s.v. Latin A.2). Algeo and Pyles suggest that latin and læden 

are respectively “a learned and a popular form of the same word” (Algeo and Pyles 
2009: 250). The use of latin, however, is mostly restricted to glosses and transla-
tions (Wollmann 1990: 586) in which source-text transfer effects are strongest, 
therefore making it difficult to ascertain that a register distinction between the two 
forms really existed or, rather, that latin was at all a frequent form in Old English. 
The second set of lexemes includes:

Romane, noun pl. ‘the Romans’
Romanisc or Remisc, adj. ‘Roman’; ‘belonging to the Roman Catholic Church’
Romware, noun pl. ‘the people of Rome, the Romans’

The forms Romane and Romanisc go back to classical Latin Romanus (OED s.v. 
Roman). A Latinized form Romani ‘the Romans’ occurs 11 times in the Dictionary 

of Old English Corpus (DOEC). Remisc is marked with og (infrequent and restricted 
to glosses) in the Thesaurus of Old English (TOE) and is unattested in the DOEC. 
Both Lædenware and Romware follow a productive derivation pattern with the 
suffix -ware used for the names of peoples (Campbell 1959: 245–246).

Further, læden- and Rom(e)- are present in compounds: læden-boc ‘a Latin 
book’, læden-gereord, læden-geþeode, læden-spræc ‘the Latin language’, læden-

nama ‘a Latin noun’, læden-stæf ‘a Latin letter’, and læden-word ‘a Latin word’ (cf. 
Wollmann 1990: 567–577); and Rome-burg ‘Rome’, Rom-feoh, Rom-pening, Rom-

(ge)scot ‘Romescot, Peter’s pence’, and Rom-wealh ‘a Roman’.

3. Corpus evidence

3.1 Anglo-Latin

As a starting point in this analysis, I use a corpus of seventh to eighth-century 
Anglo-Latin represented by the writings of four authors within the specified com-
munity of practice: Aldhelm (d. 709/10, b. and fl. in Wessex), Bede (673/4−735, b. 
and fl. in Northumbria), Boniface (672/5−754, b. in Wessex, fl. in Frisia, Francia, 
and Saxony), and Alcuin (c. 740−804, b. in Northumbria, fl. in Francia). Their 
texts are the earliest, extensive samples of literary prose and poetry produced by 
the writers with an Anglo-Saxon background. Undoubtedly influenced by conti-
nental classical and patristic sources, they provide a necessary link between the 
continental and insular conceptions of “Latin–Latinity” and “Roman–Romanity” 
(cf. DMLBS, s.v. Latinus, etc.). For this study I examined all their texts available in 
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the Brepolis Library of Latin Texts – Series A (LLT-A), except those grouped under 
dubium or pseudo, and supplemented this selection with two more texts by Alcuin 
from the monumenta.ch database. My Anglo-Latin corpus thus includes two texts 
by Aldhelm, 46 texts by Bede, three by Boniface, and four by Alcuin (see Appendix 
1). The word counts for each author, his relative portion in the whole corpus, the 
number of occurrences of “Latin–Latinity” and “Roman–Romanity”, and the nor-
malized token frequencies per 10,000 words are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Anglo-Latin corpus: Data summary

word counts relative portion ‘Latin’/ 

‘Roman’ N

normalized 

frequencies

Aldhelm 27,153 2.11% 13 4.79

Bede 1,090,949 84.73% 472 4.33

Boniface 22,398 1.74% 17 7.59

Alcuin 147,024 11.42% 44 2.99

Total 1,287,524 100% 546 4.24

As Bede’s portion in the corpus amounts to 85 per cent, the bulk of the tokens 
come from his works. The normalized frequencies show that “Latin” or “Roman” 
is invoked on average about 4 times per 10,000 words, with figures for Boniface 
being twice as high due to the fact that his longest text in this selection, Ars gram-

matica (c. 19,000 words), deals specifically with Latin.
To obtain the data for the study, I carried out a number of simple and proxim-

ity searches for words and phrases associated with “Latin–Latinity” and “Roman–
Romanity”. The absolute and relative numbers for these two notions and their 
contexts and collocates are given in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. “Latin” and “Latinity” in Anglo-Latin

Literary/linguistic contexts Other contexts

called/named/means in Latin  69 Latins as a people 29

in Latin (adverb)  44 apud Latinos 16

translate into Latin  31 ‘Latin’ in context with Romans  4

Latin language  29 Sub-total 49 (18.5%)

Latin word/book/letter  20

called by the Latini   6

Latin tradition   4

Latin etymology   3

Latin nouns   2

Latin eloquence   2
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Literary/linguistic contexts Other contexts

correct Latin   1

language of the Latini   1

X is Latin   1

Latin authors   1

Latin libraries   1

forest of Latinity   1

Sub-total 216 (81.5%)

Total 265 (100%)

Table 3. “Romans” and “Romanity” in Anglo-Latin

Romans as a people Other contexts

Romani (n pl) 109 Roman city 11

Roman gens/populus  10 Roman model  6

apud Romanos   6 Roman citizen  6

Roman homo   1 the Romans call/mean  4

Sub-total 126 (45%) Roman by birth  4

Romans in ecclesiastical contexts Roman republic  3

Roman church  34 Roman slavery  2

St Paul’s Epistle to Romans  11 of Jews settled in Rome  2

the Pope of Rome   6 Roman senate  2

Roman bishop   1 Roman era  1

Sub-total  52 (18.5%) Roman games  1

Roman empire/rule Roman language  1

Roman empire/rule  23 fall of Rome  1

Roman force/power   8 envy of Rome  1

Roman rex/dux/monarchy   4 Sub-total 45 (16%)

Sub-total  35 (12.5%)

Romans in military contexts

Roman commander/chief  10

Roman soldier   5

Roman army   3

Roman weapon   2

Roman war   1

Roman [military] help   1

Roman league   1

Sub-total  23 (8%)

Total 281 (100%)

Table 2. (continued)
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What strikes the eye immediately is the marked difference between the contexts in 
which “Roman” and “Latin” are used. While “Roman” tends to describe social and 
civilizational relations between Romans and other peoples or Romans and their 
institutions either within the city of Rome or the boundaries of the Empire, “Latin” 
clearly belongs to linguistic and literary contexts. Here are two typical examples:

 (1) Sed et prouincia africa subiugata est romano imperio, quae fuerat tenta a sar-
racenis, ipsa quoque carthagine ab eis capta et destructa

  (Bede, De temporum ratione liber 66.1931)
  ‘But also the province of Africa was subjugated by the Roman Empire, which 

[Africa] had been attacked by the Saracens, and in turn conquered by them 
and destroyed by Carthage’

 (2) Angelus enim graece latine nuntius dicitur
   (Bede, In Marci euangelium expositio i.1.55)
  ‘for angel in Greek is called messenger in Latin’

The same distinction is maintained when the two notions are used within one 
sentence as in the following passage from Bede’s commentary on Luke:

 (3) Nam quod hoc nomen hebraice graece et latine scriptum erat hoc est quod 
idem apostolus subsecutus adnectit: et omnis lingua confiteatur quia iesus 
christus in gloria est dei patris. Quantum uero ad litteram hae tres linguae 
ibi prae ceteris eminebant hebraea propter iudaeos in lege gloriantes graeca 
propter gentium sapientes latina propter romanos multis ac paene omnibus 
iam tunc gentibus imperantes

   (Bede, In Lucae euangelium expositio vi.23.1649)
  ‘Now that this name [King of the Jews] was written in Hebrew, Greek and 

Latin, it is this that the apostle adheres to imply: and let every tongue acknowl-
edge that Jesus Christ in glory is of God the Father. Literally, however, how 
much these three languages there were superior to all others: Hebrew because 
of the Jews glorifying their law, Greek because of the wise people of the gen-
tiles, Latin because of the Romans ruling over many and, at the time, over 
almost all people’

This passage goes back to Augustine’s treatise on the Gospel of St John, In Iohannis 

euangelium tractatus (cxvii.4) (Lapidge 2006: 204) and is a recurrent explana-
tion of the elevated position of Hebrew, Greek and Latin over other languages 
in Carolingian writers.7 The distinction between things “Roman” and “Latin” is 
probably not too surprising since it is still present in many modern languages 
and cultures. The exception is the chiefly twentieth-century innovation of using 
Latin elliptically for Latin American, thereby implying Latin American descent, 
hot temperament or the recognizable music style (e.g., the OED, s.vv. Latin, Latin 

American, and Roman).
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More importantly, when the Romani ‘Romans’ and Latini ‘Latins’ are used as 
plural nouns denoting collective ethnic entities, there is a clear divide between 
what Romans and Latins can do. The Romans come and take land (17 occur-
rences), make war (7), capture/win (5), stop ruling/retreat (4), persist (3), decide/
decree (2), possess land (1), surpass/excel (1), crucify/torture (1), read (1), have 
custom (18),8 borrow from Greek (1), and call/name (1); while the Latins say 
(3 occurrences), have Greek codices (3), accept something as grammatical (2), 
borrow from Greek (2), count/estimate/determine (2), think (1), use letters for 
numbers (1), and call/name (1).9 The degree of overlap is rather low and the gen-
eral preponderance of the Romans in imperial and military contexts and of the 
Latins in literary ones is also evident here. This is of course not to imply that the 
Romans and Latins were understood by the Anglo-Latin writers as two separate 
nations (although there are a few quotations in which they are, but on this more 
shortly), but rather that two distinct qualities of the same nation are emphasized 
by these two ethnonyms. On one occasion in the De temporum ratione, Bede says 
explicitly that the Latins and Romans are the same entity:

 (4) Latinis, qui postea romani nuncupati sunt, post tertium annum captiuitatis 
troiae … regnauit aeneas10   (Bede, De temporum ratione liber 66.367)

  ‘Aeneas ruled over the Latins, who were later called Romans, for three years 
after the capture of Troy’

However, later on in the same chapter he is more specific:

 (5) Quo tempore etiam latini a romanis perdomiti sunt
   (Bede, De temporum ratione liber 66.777)
  ‘At this time then the Latins were subjugated by the Romans’

Thus the basic facts behind the two ethnonyms were familiar to Bede (and I 
assume to other members of his community with similar educational standing): 
the Latins, the old population of the Latium region in Italy had been conquered by 
the Romans, who had originally inhabited only one of the Latium city-states. The 
immediate source for these two passages is Jerome’s version of Eusebius’ Chronicon 
(62b.1−8 and 123.26−27 respectively in Wallis 2004: 170 n. 100 and 2004: 187 
n. 282), whom Bede follows very closely. Other works on early Roman history 
that were familiar to Bede include Pliny’s Natural History (book iii), Arnobius’ 
commentaries on the Psalms (Ps 104), and Isidore’s Etymologies (book ix) (Hunter 
Blair 1970: 264–270; Wallis 2004: lxxix−lxxxv; Lapidge 2006: 196, 207, 213–214, 
222–223).
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3.2 Old English

To obtain comparative Old English data I conducted a series of searches in the 
Dictionary of Old English Corpus (DOEC). As before, I looked for the collocates 
and derivatives of “Roman” and “Latin”. In the final count of tokens I excluded 
three major translations from Latin that make references to Roman history so as to 
minimize direct Latin influence on this portion of the data: Old English versions 
of Pope Gregory’s Dialogues, Orosius’ History, and Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica. 
To avoid data imbalances and skewed results, the overlapping examples from the 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (those in MSS C–E), Ælfric’s Grammar (which makes ref-
erences to Latin in almost every sentence), and all gloss-texts (interlinear glosses 
and glossaries) were also omitted from the general count. This procedure yielded 
45911 Old English examples per 1,920,618 words of the corpus12 (or 2.4 per 10,000 
words). I present their distribution in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4. “Latin” and “Latinity” in Old English

call/mean in Latin 133

write in Latin 16

understand/know Latin 16

Latin books 10

translate from Latin 8

Latins as a people (Lædenware) 7

translate into Latin 6

Latin grammar 4

study Latin 3

learned/educated in Latin 2

Latin word 2

speak Latin 1

knowledge of Latin 1

avoid barbarisms in Latin 1

Latin computus 1

mix English and Latin 1

Total 212

Table 5. “Romans” and “Romanity” in Old English

Romans as a people Other contexts

þa Romaniscan 46 Romeburg (also spelt as  
two words)

54

Roman folc/weras/leode/cynn/

þeod/menn/Romware

35 Romans call/mean 11

Sub-total 81 (33%) Roman tradition  8
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Roman empire/rule Other contexts

Roman rice/land/cynedom/weald 23 Roman language  2

Roman rica/wita/casere/cyning/ 
sincgifa/ealdras

23 Roman citizens  2

Sub-total 46 (18.5%) Rome vs. provinces  2

Romans in ecclesiastical contexts eom Romanisc  2

Rom-feoh/-pening/-gescot 15 Roman virgins  1

Roman bishop/Pope 10 Sub-total 82 (33%)

Roman church  4

St Paul’s Epistle to Romans  2

Sub-total  31 (12.5%)

Romans in military contexts

Roman army/soldier  5

Roman manhood  2

Sub-total  7 (3%)

Total 247 (100%)

The distribution of the Old English data thus shows close affinities to that of the 
Anglo-Latin data. “Roman” is generally used in imperial, ecclesiastical, mili-
tary and administrative contexts, while “Latin” dominates learning and literacy. 
Moreover, “Roman” (80 tokens altogether: either the nominalized þa Romaniscan 
or the adjective Romanisc in combination with folc, weras, leode, cynn, þeod, menn 

or the compound Romanware) is preferred over “Latin” (7 tokens of Lædenware) 
when ethnic entities are concerned. Here again the verb collocates of “Romans” 
and “Latins” are very meaningful (as before, I illustrate this only with colloca-
tions containing “Romans” and “Latins” as subjects): the Romans have custom 
(11 occurrences), come and take land (2), make war (1), capture/win (1), stop 
ruling/retreat (1), crucify/torture (1), – the verb collocates that we have already 
observed in the Anglo-Latin data – the Romans can also be heathen (4), build (3), 
believe (1), be greedy (1), instruct (1), and see (1); while the Latins only call/name 
(1) and learn and translate (1) – again something that we have observed in the 
Anglo-Latin data. Let us exemplify this with two citations:

 (6) Wæron Romware,
  secgas sigerofe, sona gegearwod
  wæpnum to wigge, þeah hie werod læsse
  hæfdon to hilde <þonne> Huna cining  (El 46)

  ‘were the Romans, / glorious warriors, soon provided / with weapons for battle, 
though they had less people / for the fight than the king of the Huns’

Table 5. (continued)
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 (7) & eft Lædenware swæ same, siððan hie hie geliornodon, hie hie wendon 
<ealla> ðurh wise wealhstodas on hiora agen geðiode  (CPLetWærf 46)

  ‘and then the Latins in the same way, when they had learned them [Hebrew 
and Greek books], they translated them all through wise interpreters into their 
own language’

Thus the tendency to use “Roman” in imperial/military contexts and “Latin” in lit-
erary/educational contexts is essentially the same in Anglo-Latin and Old English.

Among innovations, one should mention the verb collocate ‘translate from 
Latin’ which evidently becomes more topical in Old English, once the forma-
tion of the written vernacular norm sets in. Furthermore, Old English develops 
three compounds (so far as the DOEC evidence allows us to interpret univerbated 
spellings) to denote the “Latin-language”: læden-spræc13 (8 tokens in my corpus), 
læden-geþeode (2), and læden-gereord (2), ultimately going back to lingua latina 

(Durkin forthc.).

 (8) Nelle we eac mid leasungum þyllic liccetan, forþan þe geleaffulle fæderas 
and halige lareowas hit awriton on ledenspræce, to langum gemynde, and to 
trymmincge þam towerdum mannum  (ÆLS (Pref) 15)

  ‘Neither will we feign such [things] by means of falsehoods, because devout 
fathers and holy teachers wrote it in the Latin-language, for a lasting memory, 
and for the edification [of the faith] of future generations’

A few other developments seem to emphasize the conceptual proximity of “Latin” 
and written culture. These include two more compounds: læden-boc and boc-

læden. Læden-boc can refer fair and simple to Latin books:14

 (9) & þus fela ledenboca he beget innto þam mynstre, liber pastoralis & liber 

dialogorum & libri IIII prophetarum & liber Boetii de consolatione & isagoge 

Porphirii …  (Rec 10.1 (RobApp I 1) 47)

  ‘and so, many Latin-books he acquired for the minster, the Liber Pastoralis 
and the Liber Dialogorum and the books of the four prophets and the book 
by Boethius De Consolatione and the Isagoge by Porphyrius …’

In the remaining nine examples, however, a connotation is added: a Latin-book is 
a higher authority legitimizing the utterance that makes reference to it.

 (10) Ne secge we nan þincg niwes on þissere gesetnysse, forþan ðe hit stod gefyrn 
awriten on ledenbocum þeah þe þa læwedan men þæt nyston 

 (ÆLS (Pref) 12)
  ‘We say nothing new in this composition, because it stood written long ago in 

Latin-books, though the laymen knew it not’
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 (11) Þa ealdan læcas gesettan on ledenbocum, þæt on ælcum monðe beoð æfre 
twegen dagas, þe syndon swiðe derigendlice ænigum menn drenc to drin-
canne oþþe blod to lætanne …  (Days 5.3 (Först) 1)

  ‘The old leeches laid it down in Latin-books that each month there are always 
two days which are very dangerous for any man to drink [medical] potion, or 
to let blood …’

In all these examples, the written aspect of Latinity and the conceptual association 
between Latin and bookish, educated language inaccessible to ordinary people 
and associated with the language of the ecclesiastical community, to which Ælfric 
himself belongs, is often present, the most vivid example of this being:

 (12) Ic ælfric munuc awende þas boc of ledenum bocum to engliscum gereorde 
þam mannum to rædenne þe þæt leden ne cunnon  (ÆCHom II (Pref) 1.29)

  ‘I, Ælfric the monk, translated this book from Latin books into the English 
language for those men to read who do not know Latin’

One may well ask whether the collocation “English book” is at all attested in the 
sources. In fact yes, there are several occurrences in the lists of book gifts from 
bishop Leofric to St Peter’s minster at Exeter:

 (13) And martyrlogium & I canon on leden & I scriftboc on englisc & I full spelboc 
wintres & sumeres & Boeties boc on englisc & I mycel englisc boc be gehwil-
cum þingum on leoðwisan geworht (Rec 10.1 (RobApp I 1) 41)

  ‘And a martyrology and one [book of] canon law in Latin and one penitential 
in English and one complete book of homilies for winter and summer and 
Boethius’ book in English and one big English book about various things 
composed in verse’

But apart from the book lists, “English books” are very rare to find (nor are they 
ever spelt as one word): the only two occurrences are in Ælfric. The first citation 
refers specifically to Ælfric’s own translations into English, and the second con-
demns English books (with a few exceptions) as heretical (cf. Wilcox 1994: 70):

 (14) Ðis man mæg rædan, se þe his recð to gehirenne, on þære Engliscan bec, þe 
ic awende be þisum  (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardZ) 442)

  ‘Those can read about this, who care to hear it, in the English book which I 
translated concerning this’

 (15) Þa bearn me on mode ic truwige ðurh godes gife. þæt ic ðas boc of ledenum 
gereorde to engliscre spræce awende. na þurh gebylde micelre lare. ac for ðan 
ðe ic geseah & gehyrde mycel gedwyld on manegum engliscum bocum … 
buton þam bocum ðe ælfred cyning snoterlice awende of ledene on englisc 
 (ÆCHom I (Pref) 174.48)
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  ‘Then it occurred to my mind, I trust through God’s grace, that I would turn 
this book from the Latin language into the English tongue; not from confi-
dence of great learning, but because I have seen and heard of much error in 
many English books … those books excepted which King Alfred wisely turned 
from Latin into English’  (translation in Thorpe 1844: 3)

It is not possible to say whether Ælfric’s attitudes could be extended to the Anglo-
Saxon ecclesiastical community in general, but for him at least, the authority of 
English writings is not on par with that of Latin (cf. Examples 8, 10, 12).

Another meaningful development is the emergence of the compound boc-

læden. It is attested six times in the complete DOEC (four times in my selection): 
HomU 17.1 (Kluge E) 4; ChronA (Bately) 891.14; the same example in ChronC 
(O’Brien O’Keeffe) 892.12; ChronD (Cubbin) 0.1; the same example in ChronE 
(Irvine) 0.1; and BoProem 1.1. In four of these instances boc-læden is synonymous 
with “Latin”; compare the following two examples:

 (16) & þy ilcan geare ofer Eastron … æteowde se steorra þe mon on boclæden hæt 
cometa: sume men cweþaþ on englisc þæt hit sie feaxede steorra, forþæm þær 
stent lang leoma of, hwilum on ane healfe, hwilum on ælce healfe 

 (ChronA (Bately) 891.14)
  ‘and in the same year after Easter … there appeared the star that they call cometa 

in Latin; some people say that it is long-haired star in English, because there 
shines a long ray from [it], sometimes on one side, sometimes on every side’

 (17) Sum fugol is gehaten fenix on leden on arabiscre þeode æfre wuniende. swiðe 
ænlic fugol swa swa us sæcgað bec  (ÆCHom I, 16 (App) 534.25)

  ‘One bird is called fenix in Latin, in the Arabic language ever-living, a very 
singular bird as books tell us’

In the two other instances, a new connotation of boc-læden becomes evident:

 (18) Brytene igland is ehta hund mila lang & twa hund mila brad, & her synd on 
þam iglande fif geþeodu, Ænglisc, Brytwylsc, Scottysc, Pihttisc & Boclæden 
 (ChronD (Cubbin) 0.1)

  ‘Britain the island is eight hundred miles long and two hundred miles broad 
and here are on this island five languages:15 English, Brit-Welsh, Irish, Pictish 
and book-Latin’

The choice of boc-læden in this context and the emphasis that it is given as the last 
member of the enumeration seems to imply that there is an opposition between 
the four spoken languages of Britain and one book language, or written language, 
which, unlike the preceding four, characterizes the ecclesiastical community 
rather than speech community.16 This citation goes back to the often quoted and 
often disputed passage in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica:
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 (19) Haec in praesenti iuxta numerum librorum quibus lex diuina scripta est, 
quinque gentium linguis unam eamdemque summae ueritatis et uerae sub-
limitatis scientiam scrutatur et confitetur, Anglorum uidelicet Brettonum 
Scottorum Pictorum et Latinorum, quae meditatione scripturarum ceteris 
omnibus est facta communis  (HE i.1)

  ‘At the present time, just as the number of the books in which the divine law 
is written, one and the same wisdom of sublime truth and true sublimity is 
sought out and confessed in the languages of five peoples, namely the Angli, 
and the Brettones, the Scotti, the Picti – and the Latini, which, through medita-
tion of the scriptures, has been made common to all the others’ 

 (translation in Hall 2010: 47, italics original)

Although I agree with Tugene (2001: 57) and Hall (2010: 61) that the use of [lin-

gua gentis] Latinorum is marked (as opposed to the unmarked lingua latina) and 
highly infrequent (cf. Table 2 above), I find it hard to explain it by any other rea-
sons than a rhetorical necessity to repeat the genitive plural for a fifth time to 
complete the sequence.17 As we have seen above (see statistics in Table 3 and 
Examples (4) and (5) in particular), Bede was clearly aware that the Latini could 
not be correlated with any ethnicity contemporary to his times. It seems, therefore, 
that [lingua gentis] Latinorum is a contextual term for ‘the language of the Church.’

It is noteworthy that the compiler of the D-text of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle 

incorporated Bede’s catalogue of five languages replacing [lingua gentis] Latinorum 
with Boclæden as if to emphasize that this language is different from the other four.

The semantic development of the word boc-læden in late Old English and 
early Middle English from ‘book-Latin’ to ‘any book or written language’ is also 
remarkable. According to the dictionaries,18 this evolution is due to confusion of 
læden ‘Latin’ and lyden/leoden ‘language’ (cf. Wollmann 1990: 584–586). I think 
that this confusion was still easier to have arisen because Latin had strong associa-
tions with one of the written codes of the ecclesiastical community throughout the 
Old English period.

Among the compounds whose first element is Rom-, the most important 
development is the emergence of the terms for ‘Romescot, Peter’s pence’ towards 
the second half of OE3 period (1000–1050): Rom-feoh (10 occurrences), Rom-

pening (3), and Rom-gescot (2).

 (20) Romgescot sy agifen on sanctus petrus mæssedæg ær undern æfter midde-
sumera  (LawRomscot 1)

  ‘Romescot should be paid early in the morning of St Peter’s day after 
midsummer’
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The three compounds appear chiefly in Wulfstanian law codes19 and seem to 
reflect the establishment of a new concept. Although payments that resemble 
Peter’s pence (or rather thank-offerings and alms) are known to have been occa-
sionally paid by the Mercian and West-Saxon kings long before the 11th century 
(Stenton 1971: 217 n. 1), the overwhelming linguistic evidence suggests that the 
concept fully developed only in the 1050s.20 It remains to be seen what Anglo-
Latin counterparts were used to refer to Romescot, once more electronic resources 
of medieval Latin become available.21

4. Conclusions and suggestions

This short overview of the vocabulary connected with the Roman culture and 
Latin language shows a continuity of lexical practices between the two codes of the 
same communicative system. The main conceptual associations between “Roman” 
and “rule”, “church” or “army”, and between “Latin” and “language”, “literacy” or 
“books” were first adopted by the Anglo-Saxon ecclesiastical community (ulti-
mately from the Christian tradition of the late Empire) and formulated in Anglo-
Latin. Later, with the emergence of the vernacular written tradition, these were 
re-coded in the other language, creating identical associations in Old English. 
From OE2 onwards we already see fully assimilated words and witness the devel-
opment of new compounds that may or may not have parallels in the Anglo-Latin 
data and can easily be explained by Anglo-Latin contexts and collocations. In 
other words, these concepts and vocabulary were first adopted by the higher writ-
ten register of the community and then infiltrated into the lower one, the evolving 
written Old English. I suggest that in this case we can talk about a shared bilingual 
repertoire of lexical elements that reflects a shared repertoire of ideas and concepts 
related to how the Anglo-Saxon ecclesiastical community saw its own history in 
relation to the broader Christian history and constructed itself in relation to the 
bigger community of all Christians.

This article has tackled only a handful of lexical items that belong to the group 
of obvious cultural loans into Old English. To me they seem to be a logical point 
of departure for similar studies which will enable us to understand linguistic 
practices in bilingual medieval communities more fully, particularly if we extend 
comparative studies to later Anglo-Latin and set them against the context of other 
vernaculars and other varieties of Latin. In terms of the lexical practices within 
the Anglo-Saxon ecclesiastical community, the most gratifying field would prob-
ably be concepts connected with local insular culture, whose study will help to 
highlight the uniqueness of Anglo-Saxon practices in a wider European context.
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Notes

1. There is good evidence to suggest that a variety of Latin was still spoken in Britain as 
late as 700s (Hall 2010: 55−62). On the survival of British Latin, see Jackson (1953: 94–121); 
Gratwick (1982: 2−6, 69−71); Wollmann (1993: 8−14 and references on 15, n. 52); McGowan 
(2001: 11−17); Wright (2002: 4); Schrijver (2002, 2007, 2009; etc.).

2. I have based my calculation on the Domesday Book of 1086. The total population of 1086 is 
estimated to be between 1,100,000 and 2,250,000 people (Russell 1944, 1948; Miller and Hatcher 
1978; Hinde 2003). The estimate of the size of the clergy (based on the number of bishoprics, 
cathedrals, monasteries, and the average number of clerics associated with them) is about 5,500 
people (Timofeeva 2010: 12−16). The size of the clergy divided by the total population gives 
us the percentage of literacy and, thus, the size of the bilingual group (cf. similar statistics in 
Tristram (2004: 105), and the discussion of the ‘restricted literacy’ of the Anglo-Saxon period 
in Wormald (1977: 113)).

3. See Michael Lapidge’s emphatic argument for an integrated study of Anglo-Latin and Old 
English literatures (1993b [1991]); cf. also Bolton (1971); Brown (1993); and Lapidge (1993a).

4. E.g., Lenker (2000) analyses the Winchester school as a social network.

5. It is thus also suggested that the Anglo-Latin sub-corpus can be used as a supplement to 
the meagre contents of the OE1 period, which in the Helsinki-Corpus tradition refers to texts 
dated to before 850 and includes only a few early charters, Cædmon’s Hymn, Bede’s Death Song, 
the Ruthwell Cross, and the Leiden Riddle – 2,190 words altogether (Kahlas-Tarkka, Kilpiö and 
Österman 1993: 21−24).

6. On language ideologies and attitudes towards “Latin” and “Roman” in Antiquity, see Fögen 
(2003), Desbordes (2007); on “Latin” and “Roman” in the Middle Ages, see Wright (1982; 1991; 
2002), Janson (1991), Van Uytfanghe (1991), etc. A detailed survey of secondary literature on 
the terms Latinus and Romanus is available in Kramer (1998: 11−57).

7. In Alcuin’s commentary on John (981.24), Rabanus Maurus’ (c. 780–856) commentary 
on Matthew (viii.748.31), Otfrid of Weissenburg’s (c. 800–c. 870) commentary on Matthew 
(27.37.269), and Sedulius Scottus’ (fl. 840–870s) commentary on Matthew (ii.iv.27.610.35). Later 
on, Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274) quotes this section of Augustine’s treatise in his commentary 
on John (19.6.38).

8. All 18 occurrences are found in Bede’s De temporum ratione and relate to Roman tradition 
of time-reckoning.

9. The figures refer only to Romani and Latini in the nominative plural; however, their use in 
oblique cases confirms the general picture, see Tables 2 and 3.

10. Cf. a passage from the anonymous Historia Brittonum: Aeneas post Troianum bellum cum 

Ascanio filio suo venit ad Italiam … et post mortem Latini regnum obtinuit Romanorum vel 

Latinorum (ii.10) ‘After the Trojan war, Aeneas, with his son Ascanius, came to Italy … and after 
the death of Latinus received the kingdom of the Romans or Latins.’
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11. This figure does not include the second sense of Læden ‘any foreign language’ (see above). 
For the survey of forms that include data from glosses and translations, see Wollmann 
(1990: 567–577).

12. The total word count for the DOEC is 3,033,142 words. If the texts mentioned in this para-
graph are subtracted from this count, the remaining corpus amounts to 1,920,618 words (see 
revised word count of the 2009 release of the DOEC).

13. Læden-spræc is extremely frequent in Ælfric’s Grammar – 36 tokens, which I did not include 
in the general count. The counts above are based on univerbated spellings; collocations of 
læden + spræc amount to 5 occurrences, læden + geþeode – 3, and læden + gereord – 7; see also 
Wollmann’s data in (1990: 567–577).

14. Importantly enough univerbated spellings prevail: I have counted 10 univerbated and only 
one two-word spelling (ÆCHom II (Pref) 1.29; see ex. (12) below) in the complete DOEC.

15. Although geþeode can also refer to ‘people’, in this context it is more likely to imply ‘lan-
guage’, particularly because it would be hard to envisage a ‘book-Latin nation’.

16. It is perhaps the non-spoken character of Latin that makes the scribe of the bilingual F-text 
of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle remove Latin from the list: Britene igland ys ehta hund mila lang 

& II hund mila brad, & her syndon on þis iglande fif ðeoda: Englisc & Brytisc & Wylisc & Scyttisc 

& Pihtisc (ChronF (Baker) 0.1). On the other hand, ‘Latin’ could have been dropped because 
‘British’ and ‘Welsh’ are two separate languages in MS F, and ‘Latin’ would have been the sixth. 
Note that MS E does make this mistake in sums: fif geþeode: englisc & brittisc & wilsc & scyttisc 

& pyhtisc & bocleden (ChronE (Irvine) 0.1).

17. ‘Anglorum, Brettonum, Scottorum, Pictorum et latina’ would hardly sound nice to a good 
rhetorician. Moreover, Tugene suggests that the enumeration of these five nations/languages has 
‘un caractère totalement irréaliste’ and is far from depicting an adequate linguistic landscape 
anyway (2001: 300−302). His conclusion is that Bede takes a Pentecostal attitude to linguistic 
diversity, and the ideology behind this sentence actually implies that the Church can speak 
in the languages of all nations, which is attuned to Augustine, Gregory the Great, and Isidore 
(Tugene 2001: 302−332).

18. See OED, s.vv. boc-leden, leden, leed 1; DOE, s.v. boc-leden; MED, s.v. bok 7a.

19. Rom-feoh is used in HomU 40 (Nap 50) (195), HomU 50 (Nap 61) (17), WCan 1.1.1 
(Fowler) (54), WCan 1.1.2 (Fowler) (54), LawEGu (6.1), LawIEm (2), LawVAtr (11.1), LawVIAtr 
(16), LawVIIIAtr (10), and LawICn (9); Rom-pening in WHom 13 (74), LawNorthu (57.1), and 
LawRomscot (2); Rom-gescot in LawRomscot (1) and ChronE (Irvine) (1095.60).

20. E.g., the wording of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (MS A) for the tributes paid in King Alfred’s 
times is lædan ælmessan to Rome ‘to take alms to Rome’ (sub annis 887, 888 et 890), not læstan/

agiefan Romfeoh ‘to pay Romescot’ as in later texts. The use of ælmes-feoh (LawRect (1.1) and 
(2)) and heorþ-pening (HomU 22 (Nap 23) (1), HomU 35.1 (Nap) 43) (85), and LawIIEg (4)) in 
the sense ‘Peter’s pence’ also dates to OE3 (cf. DOE, s.v. ælmes-feoh).

21. A quick check in the Library of Latin Texts database revealed that pecunia Romae is used 
as early as Cicero and Titus Livius (although there are no attestations in medieval Latin), while 
nummus Romae is used by Isidore.
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Appendix 1

Aldhelm:  Aenigmata, Prosa de uirginitate;
Bede:  Acta et passio beati Anastasii martyris, Carmen de psalmo cxii, Collectio psalterii, 

De arte metrica, De die iudicii, De eo quod ait Isaias ‘Et claudentur’ (= Ep. 15), De 

locis sanctis, De mansionibus filiorum Israel (= Ep. 14), De natura rerum liber, De 

opere sex dierum primordialium, et de sex aetatibus mundi uel Liber hymnorum, De 

orthographia, De psalmo lxxxiii, De schematibus et tropis, De tabernaculo et uasis 

eius ac uestibus sacerdotum libri iii, De templo libri ii, De temporibus liber, De tem-

porum ratione liber, Epistula ad Albinum (= Ep. 1), Epistula ad Egbertum (= Ep. 2), 
Epistula ad Helmuualdum de bissexto, Epistula ad Pleguinam de aetatibus saeculi, 
Epistula ad Wicthedum de paschae celebratione, Explanatio Apocalypsis, Expositio 

actuum apostolorum, Expositio in canticum Abacuc prophetae, Fragmenta, Historia 

ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum, Homiliarum euangelii libri ii, In Cantica canticorum 

libri ui, In epistulas septem catholicas, In Ezram et Neemiam libri iii, In librum beati 

patris Tobiae, In Lucae euangelium expositio, In Marci euangelium expositio, In pri-

mam partem Samuhelis libri iu et Nomina locorum, In prouerbia Salomonis libri iii, 
In Regum librum xxx quaestiones, Libri quattuor in principium Genesis usque ad 

natiuitatem Isaac et eiectionem Ismahelis adnotationum (siue Hexaemeron), Nomina 

regionum atque locorum de actibus apostolorum, Oratio ad Deum, Retractatio in 

Actus apostolorum, Soliloquium de psalmo xli, Uita beatorum abbatum Benedicti, 

Ceolfridi, Eosterwini, Sigfridi et Hwaetberti, Uita Cuthberti metrica, Uita sancti 

Cuthberti, Uita sancti Felicis;
Boniface:  Aenigmata siue De uirtutibus et uitiis, Ars grammatica, Ars metrica;
Alcuin:  Commentaria in sancti Iohannis Euangelium, Grammatica, Dialectica, Rhetorica.
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